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ABSTRACT
Importance: Up to 10% of women experience natural menopause by age of 45. Therefore, an increased risk
of cardiovascular disease (CVD) and all-cause mortality associated with early menopause, if confirmed, could
present an important factor affecting risk of disease and mortality among middle-aged and older women.
Objectives: To systematically review and meta-analyze studies evaluating the impact of age at menopause
and duration since onset of menopause on intermediate CVD endpoints, CVD outcomes and all-cause
mortality.
Data sources: Medical databases (Medline, EMBASE and Web of Science) until March 2015.
Study Selection: Studies (observational cohort, case-control or cross-sectional) that assessed age at
menopause or duration since onset of menopause as exposures, and risk of cardiovascular outcomes and
intermediate CVD endpoints, in perimenopausal, menopausal, or postmenopausal women.
Data Extraction: Data were extracted by two independent reviewers using a pre-designed data collection
form.
Main outcomes and Measures: CVD outcomes (composite CVD, fatal and non-fatal coronary heart disease
(CHD) and overall stroke and stroke mortality), CVD-mortality, all-cause mortality and intermediate CVD
endpoints.
Results: Out of initially identified references, 32 studies were selected, including 310,329 non-overlapping
women. Women with a menopausal age of younger than 45 years compared to women with a menopausal
age of 45 years or older, the relative risk (RR) [95% confidence intervals (CI)] was 1.50(1.28-1.76) for
overall CHD, 1.11(1.03-1.20) for fatal CHD, 1.23 (0.98-1.53) for overall stroke, 0.99 (0.92-1.07) for stroke
mortality, 1.19(1.08-1.31) for CVD mortality and 1.12(1.03-1.21) for all-cause mortality. For women with a
menopausal age between 50-54 years compared to women with a menopausal age of younger than 50 years,
there was a decreased risk of fatal CHD (RR:0.87(95%CI:0.80-0.96)), and no effect on stroke. Duration
since menopause in relation to risk of developing intermediate cardiovascular traits or CVD outcomes was
reported in 4 observational studies, reporting no consistent results.
Conclusions and Relevance: The findings of this review indicate an excess CHD, CVD-mortality and
overall mortality risk in women who have an early or premature menopause.
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INTRODUCTOIN

Risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD) increases with age and, as women tend to live longer than men, the
absolute number of women living with and dying from CVD is greater than men1. Therefore, early
recognition of women at high risk for CVD and timely implementation of appropriate lifestyle or therapeutic
interventions are of tremendous public health importance.
Adverse changes in cardiovascular risk factors occur around the menopausal transition2-4, highlighting the
need of CVD risk assessment during this period and of introduction of appropriate preventive or treatment
modalities. While the average age at menopause is 51 years5, menopausal age varies significantly among
women with a range between 40-60 years of age. Women who have a premature or early menopause may not
only be at risk from a younger age, but may also live more years of their lives at an increased risk of adverse
outcomes6-83–5. This highlights the need to evaluate the role of both menopausal age and time since onset of
menopause as risk factors for CVD.
Age at menopause may be a marker for not only reproductive ageing but also for general health and somatic
ageing9. Menopause has been proposed as the first step in a causal pathway that, due to hormonal changes,
eventually results in organ dysfunction10. A hormonal change cited as an important determinant in postmenopausal CVD development is the decrease in endogenous estrogen synthesis11. In a health vessel,
estrogens are involved in the relaxation and expansion of blood vessels, helping to accommodate blood flow,
and consequently, decreased levels of oestrogen would result in stiffer blood vessels 12. Furthermore, loss of
the ovarian function through menopause is associated with the activation of the renin-angiotensinaldosterone system, leading to downstream endothelial dysfunction, inflammation and immune
dysfunction13. These processes are associated with obesity, diabetes and hypertension13. Thus, early
menopause has been hypothesized to be detrimental to cardiovascular health, due to the early cessation of the
protective effect of endogenous oestrogen. Longer duration since menopause would therefore result in a
greater risk of intermediate and hard CVD outcomes. However, the extent to which age of menopause and
duration since menopause is associated with the risk of death and CVD and its intermediate risk factors
remains unclear. A previous review14 published on the topic investigating age of menopause with CVD, did
not look at years since menopause, was based only on few studies and lack sufficient detail (for example,
associations of different age categories of menopause with CVD outcomes and the effect with CVD subtypes
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or all-cause mortality). A need exist, therefore, for an adequately powered, comprehensive assessment of
menopause in association with subsequent adverse cardiovascular outcomes.
We conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis of all available observational evidence to quantify the
associations of age at menopause and duration since onset of menopause with (i) primarily clinical CVD
outcomes and intermediate vascular traits; and (ii) all-cause mortality.

METHODS
Data sources and search strategy
This review was conducted in accordance with the PRISMA and MOOSE guidelines (eAppendix 1 and 2).
Two independent reviewers, in duplication, sought studies published up to March, 2015 using Medline,
EMBASE and Web of Science electronic databases. The computer-based searches combined terms related to
the exposure (eg, age at menopause, duration from onset of menopause) and outcomes (eg, inflammation,
cardiovascular disease, mortality), without any language restriction. Details on the search strategy are
provided in eAppendix 3.
Study selection and eligibility criteria, data extraction and quality assessment and data synthesis and analysis
are described in details in the eAppendix 4.

RESULTS
Identification of relevant studies
The search strategy identified 9,444 citations. Following initial screening based on titles and abstracts, fulltexts of 73 articles were evaluated further. Of these articles, 40 articles were excluded for reasons shown in
Figure 1. The remaining 33 articles, based on 32 unique studies, met inclusion criteria, and therefore, were
included in the review.

General characteristics of the included studies
Appendix Tables S1-S2 summarize the key characteristics of the included studies. All studies except one
evaluated the risk in relation to the age at menopause, with 4 additionally evaluating the risk in relation to
duration since menopause. In aggregate, in all included studies, 342,284 women were included in this
review. However, not all studies provided relevant data that could be meta-analysed and it was not possible
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to combine any results related to duration since menopause, although an analysis of age at menopause was
possible. Consequently, there were 297,496 participants in the age at menopause analysis, which included
44,962 cases. The majority of studies (n=24) were prospective cohort studies, whilst the remaining studies
were case-control (n=2) or cross-sectional studies (n=6). Overall, age at menopause in relation to risk of
developing CVD intermediates or outcomes, or all-cause mortality was reported in 31 studies. Among the
prospective cohort and case-control studies, 14 studies were judged to be at low risk of bias, 10 were at
medium risk, and two studied were evaluated to be at high risk of bias (Appendix Tables S1-S2).

Association of age at menopause with incident (composite) cardiovascular disease, coronary heart disease
and stroke
There was only one study examining the association between age of menopause and incidence of CVD and
showed a RR of 1.56 (1.08-2.26) for a menopausal age of younger than 45 years compared to a menopausal
age of 45 years or older.15 In the meta-analysis of 50,125 participants and 1,217 CHD events, pooled RR
(95%CI), comparing a menopausal age of younger than 45 years relative to a menopausal age of 45 years or
older and adjusted for several established CVD risk factors and other potential confounders (such as, age,
smoking status, lipids, hypertension, BMI, history of cardiometabolic disease, hormone therapy), was 1.50
(1.28-1.76) (Figure 2). Corresponding results, based on the meta-analysis of 49,246 participants and 770
stroke events, were 1.23 (0.98-1.53) for stroke risk (Figure 2). There was little evidence of between-study
heterogeneity in these meta-analyses: CHD and stroke analyses: I2=0% and χ2: p=0.65, and I2=51% and χ2:
p=0.09, respectively.
When women with a menopausal age between 45-49 years were compared to women with a menopausal age
of 50 years or older, the corresponding adjusted pooled RRs (95%CI) were 1.12 (0.95-1.31; based on 36,483
participants and 784 CHD events) for CHD risk and 0.95 (0.74-1.23; based on 109,928 participants and 536
stroke events) for stroke risk (Appendix Figure S1-S2). There was no evidence of between-study
heterogeneity in both these analyses: I2 =0% and χ2: p=0.37, I2=0% and χ2:p=0.78 for CHD and stroke
analysis respectively.
Due to differences in age categories, it was not possible to include one study in these meta-analyses. Lisabeth
and colleagues16 evaluated risk of ischaemic stroke for women between 42-54 years old at menopause
compared to women with a premature menopause (before 42 years of age). They found a decreased risk of
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ischaemic stroke (RR=0.50; 95%CI: 0.29-0.89) for women who reported being between 42-54 years old at
menopause relative to prematurely menopausal women. An additional lower risk was found for women who
had menopause after 55 years of age (RR=0.31; 95%CI: 0.13-0.76).
Association of age at menopause with all-cause, (composite) cardiovascular disease, coronary heart
disease and stroke mortality
Pooling results of the risk for different mortality outcomes estimated for women with a menopausal age of
younger than 45 years relative to a menopausal age of 45 years or older, adjusted for several established
CVD risk factors and other potential confounders, yielded combined RRs (95% CI) of 1.12 (1.03-1.21) for
all-cause mortality (109,898 participants and 31,427 all-cause deaths), 1.19 (1.08-1.31) for CVD mortality
(65,653 participants and 6,979 CVD-deaths), 1.11 (1.03-1.20) for CHD mortality (118,150 participants and
8,737 CHD-deaths) and 0.99 (0.92-1.07) for stroke mortality (143,833 participants and 6,706 stroke-deaths)
(Figure 3). There was evidence of between-study heterogeneity for all-cause mortality analysis (I2=63%
(95%CI: 20-83%) and χ2: p=0.009) whereas little evidence of between-study heterogeneity was found for the
other analyses (Figure 3). Corresponding pooled RR (95%CI) for all-cause mortality, CVD, CHD and stroke
mortality comparing menopausal age of 45-49 years to menopausal age of 50 years or older were 1.03 (1.001.05) for all-cause mortality (90,691 participants, 28,188 all-cause deaths), 0.99 (0.92 -1.07) for CVD
mortality (62,995 participants, 5,786 CVD-deaths), 0.98 (0.93 -1.04) for CHD mortality (121,444
participants, 5,954 CHD-deaths) and 1.03 (0.91 -1.16) for stroke mortality (141,175 participants, 6,320
stroke-deaths) (Figure 4 and Appendix Figures S1-S4). When comparing menopausal age between 50-54
years relative to menopausal age of younger than 50 years, the corresponding pooled RRs (95%CI) were
1.02 (0.89-1.15) for all-cause mortality (7,341 participants; 1,408 all-cause deaths), 0.96 (0.74-1.24) for
CVD mortality (12,108 participants; 2,256 CVD-deaths), 0.87 (0.80- 0.96) for CHD mortality
(31,417 participants;3,279 CHD-deaths) and 1.19 (0.93-1.52) for stroke mortality (12,108 participants;623
stroke deaths) (Appendix Figures S5-S8). There was little evidence of between-study heterogeneity in all
these analyses (Figure 4 and Appendix Figures S1-S8). Due to differences in age categories, it was not
possible to include one study in the pooled results17. Wu and colleagues reported an increased risk of allcause mortality (RR=1.16, 95% CI: 1.04-1.29) for women of menopausal age < 46.64 years compared to
women aged between 48.80-50.15 years at menopause (Appendix Table S3).
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Association of age at menopause with intermediate cardiovascular traits
Only two studies were identified that evaluated risk for carotid atherosclerosis. Pooled RR (95% CI) for the
risk of carotid atherosclerosis was 0.74 (0.63-0.87) when comparing women with a menopause age at or after
50 years to women with a menopausal of younger than 50 (3,388 participants) (Appendix Figure S9). There
was, however, evidence of between study heterogeneity: I2 =69% (95%CI:0, 93%) and χ2: p=0.073. Three
studies could not be included in the meta-analysis of intermediate cardiovascular traits11,12 (Appendix Table
S3). They all evaluated risk of diabetes depending on age at menopause. Two of the studies found no excess
risk for Chinese women who experienced menopause before or after age 50, relative to women who
underwent the menopause at age approximately 50 years. The same findings were observed in a study of
European women; where relative to women who experienced menopause between the ages of 50-54, neither
women who experienced an early menopause, between 45-49 years old, nor women who had their
menopause after age 55 were at greater risk for diabetes.

Years since menopause with CVD outcomes and intermediate cardiovascular traits
Duration since menopause in relation to risk of developing intermediate cardiovascular traits or CVD
outcomes was reported in four observational studies. Of these, two studies reported risk of overall CVD
outcomes, and three studies estimated risk of intermediate cardiovascular traits. The age at baseline ranged
from 40 to 81. Two studies, conducted in Italy and China, evaluated risk of CVD outcomes, including CHD,
stroke and composite CVD outcomes (Appendix Table S4), and three studies assessed risk of intermediate
cardiovascular traits, including metabolic syndrome, obesity or BMI, and hypertension (Appendix Table S5)
in Korean, Chinese and German populations. Owing to a substantial heterogeneity in the comparison groups
used across these studies, no quantitative synthesis could be performed. The findings of these studies,
therefore, were only qualitatively reviewed. In a Chinese population13, relative to women less than 1 year
post menopause, women 2-6 years post menopause were at a greater risk of CVD, with evidence for an
increased risk after 6 years. In the same study, there was also evidence for a greater risk of CHD and stroke
more than 1 year post menopause. However, these findings were in contrast to those in an Italian
population14, which found no increased risk of myocardial infarction in post-menopausal women less than 10
years, 10-20 years and more than 20 years post menopause compared with pre- or peri-menopausal women.
Stockl and colleagues15 found no association between time since menopause and the presence of carotid
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atherosclerosis, however time since menopause was dichotomised into broad groups, comparing women less
than 15 years post menopause, to women more than 15 years post-menopause.

Relative to premenopausal women, postmenopausal Korean women were at greater risk of metabolic
syndrome, and this risk increased with the time since menopause, with the greatest risk found in women
between 10 and 14 years post-menopause16. Within the same population, there was evidence for increased
risk of hypertension, abdominal obesity and high glucose levels, in postmenopausal women; however, risk
did not vary with duration since menopause. Conversely, no increased risk of obesity, hypertension or
diabetes was found in Chinese women who were more than 2 years post-menopause compared with women
less than 1 year post-menopause13. Similarly, within the same study, systolic and diastolic blood pressure,
BMI, WHR, and glucose levels did not vary with time since menopause.

Sensitivity Analysis and Publication bias
The effect estimates for the association between early menopause and coronary heart disease, stroke, allcause mortality, cardiovascular mortality and coronary heart disease mortality remained broadly similar
when studies were grouped by location, type of menopause as well as adjustment for socioeconomic status or
hormone replacement therapy (Table 1). Under visual examination, Begg’s funnel plots for those analyses
that included a minimum of 5 studies were mostly symmetrical (Appendix Figure S10), with possible
exception of studies evaluating overall CHD risk and CHD mortality risk in women with menopausal age of
less than 45 years. However, there was no statistical evidence of publication bias based on Egger’s test,
which was non-significant (P>0.05) for all analyses that involved 5 or more studies.

DISCUSSION
Overall, we found that women who experienced an early menopause appear to have an excess risk of CHD,
CVD-mortality and all-cause mortality and no association with stroke risk. By contrast, being 45-49 years at
menopause compared to ≥50 years had no apparent association with adverse outcomes except for an
increased risk of carotid atherosclerosis. Only a few studies evaluating risk in relation to duration since
menopause could be found, reporting conflicting results.
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Interpretation of findings
The current study supports previous findings that there is an increased risk of CVD with premature or early
menopause, specifically identifying a greater risk with CHD, and potentially with carotid atherosclerosis.
The findings of this systematic review on the risk of CVD associated with early menopause generally concur
with and further extend a previous review14, which reported an increased risk of CVD for women at
menopausal age of 50 years or younger compared with menopausal age ≥51 years. However, the findings of
the previous review were based only on few prospective studies (7 prospective cohort studies) and therefore
the authors were not able to compare other age categories with the risk of CVD. In addition, our study
examined the association between age of menopause with all-cause mortality and CVD subtypes, providing a
more detailed assessment of the nature and magnitude of the association between menopause and risk of
disease and mortality in women. Despite the large number of participants included (n=12,108), our finding
on an association between premature or early menopause with carotid atherosclerosis needs to be interpreted
with some caution, given the relatively small number of studies currently available and due to the presence
of between-study heterogeneity.
The association between early menopause and CHD risk may have several mechanistic interpretations. Early
loss of the ovarian function through menopause may lead to long term activation of the renin-angiotensinaldosterone system, leading to endothelial dysfunction, inflammation and immune dysfunction, and therefore
causing vascular damage13,18. This process may be partially mediated via the membrane G protein-coupled
estrogen receptor13. Also, menopause marks the start of a biological mechanism, led by hormonal changes,
which causes tissue damage and organ dysfunction10. The multi-organ impact of the menopause proposed by
this theory, and supported by findings of an increased risk of depression, dementia and osteoporosis19-21,
seems to be consistent with the increased risk of all-cause mortality found in the current analysis.
Alternatively, there may be shared risk factors, either genetic or environmental, that result in early
menopause and also increase the risk of adverse health outcomes10. In this case, early menopause could be
considered as only a marker of risk. In support of a shared genetic basis, a large-scale genome-wide
association study of age at menopause identified a number of loci, including the ones relevant to CVD, that
were involved in inflammatory response, oxidative stress and genome stability22. Speculative environmental
factors could include obstetric history, such as parity or having a stillbirth. These explanations are not
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necessarily mutually exclusive, however, and a combination of these mechanisms may be responsible for the
observed increase in CVD and all-cause mortality risk.

Strengths and limitations
This is the first comprehensive quantitative review of observational evidence that assessed both the
associations of age at menopause and duration since menopause with clinical CVD outcomes, intermediate
cardiovascular traits and all-cause mortality. Our analyses included >300,000 women and evaluated the risk
of a wide-range of outcomes in relation to various menopausal age-groups. However, strengths and
limitations in the current study merit careful consideration. First, all systematic reviews are prone to
reporting bias, owing to the possibility that studies with more extreme results are more likely to be published.
Nonetheless, as demonstrated by Egger’s test estimates, there was little evidence of publication bias in the
current analyses. Additionally, all meta-analyses are limited by the quality of the individual published
studies. However, the majority of studies included in the current analyses were of high quality, with a low
risk of bias. In order to allow for a uniform analysis, it was necessary to combine some overlapping agegroups for some studies (eg, studies that reported estimates for menopausal age of 50-54 years and those
based on >50 years). This might have introduced some heterogeneity into the analyses. Additionally, due to
differential categorisation of menopausal age in various studies or only few studies evaluating a particular
outcome (eg, carotid atherosclerosis), some of our analysis are based on a small number of studies.
Therefore, these results need to be interpreted with caution, particularly those which yielded moderate
between-study heterogeneity estimates. Furthermore, the lack of studies evaluating risk in relation to
duration since menopause limited us from performing any meaningful quantitative synthesis using this
exposure. Most studies that were identified adjusted for a range of relevant confounders, although one study
was entirely unadjusted23, and three only adjusted for age24-26. Many studies did not examine the impact of
important determinants of age at natural menopause, such as socioeconomic factors, number of births and
lifestyle factors (smoking, alcohol intake and physical activity). Therefore, the risk of residual confounding
cannot be entirely ruled out. A specific concern is confounding from HRT use, which particularly may vary
depending on the age at menopause. Women who experience menopause at a younger age may be more
likely to start HRT than women who reach menopause in their 50s. Consequently, hormone therapy use may
confound the relationship between age at menopause and CVD risk. Indeed, HRT was only adjusted for in a
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minority of identified studies27-31. Moreover, since the number of available studies in some of our analysis
was small, it precluded our ability to comprehensively assess the impact of type of menopause in our results.
However, the complex interplay between exogenous hormones and CVD risk is not fully understood, and the
results regarding HRT and CVD risk are conflicting32-34.

Clinical and scientific implications
This review underscores a potential increased risk of adverse cardiovascular outcomes in women who
experience early or premature menopause, which may have important clinical and public health implications.
This study has also identified a number of gaps in the literature concerning the relations between duration
since menopause, age at menopause and intermediate cardiovascular traits and CVD outcomes. There were
only few studies focusing on intermediate cardiovascular endpoints leading to conflicting results and
therefore impeding meaningful interpretation. These intermediate factors are of potential importance in
interpretation of the observed excess cardiovascular risk, and thus, further research focusing on the
intermediate cardiovascular traits is required. Finally, other areas of interest are the relation between age at
menopause and duration since menopause and whether there are common determinants for premature
menopause and CVD. The observed link between premature menopause and CVD risk may be modified by
differing durations since the onset of the menopause among women. The excess CHD risk may be driven in
part by a longer duration since the onset of the menopause in women with early menopause. Alternatively,
the increased relative risk found with premature menopause may be present only in the first years after
menopause, ameliorating over time. Thus far, the known risk factors for premature menopause, include
genetics21; reproductive factors, i.e. parity and age at menarche31; as well as lifestyle factors such as smoking
and BMI31. However, the role of these factors in mediating the association between premature menopause
and CVD remains unclear and therefore warrants further research.

CONCLUSION
The findings of this review indicate an excess coronary heart disease, cardiovascular mortality and overall
mortality risk in women who have an early or premature menopause below the age of 45 years. However,
this review also highlights important gaps in the existing literature, calling for further research to reliably
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establish whether cardiovascular risk may vary in relation to the duration since menopause and the
mechanisms leading early menopause to cardiovascular outcomes and mortality.
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Table 1 Relative risks of cardiovascular outcomes and mortality for age at menopause < 45 years with menopausal age ≥ 45 years as reference category by study
characteristics and type of menopause
Study Characteristics
Location
Adjustment for SES
Adjustment for HT
Menopause Type
Location
Adjustment for SES
Adjustment for HT
Menopause Type
Location
Adjustment for SES
Adjustment for HT
Menopause Type
Location
Adjustment for SES
Adjustment for HT
Menopause Type

Number of studies

Relative Risks
(95% Confidence Interval)
Age at menopause < 45 years and risk of incident CHD with menopausal age ≥ 45 years as reference category
Europe
1
1.47 (1.14, 1.90)
North America
4
1.52 (1.25, 1.86)
Yes
0
NA
No
5
1.50 (1.28, 1.76)
Yes
2
1.52 (1.20, 1.93)
No
3
1.49 (1.21, 1.84)
Natural Menopause
3
1.49 (1.21, 1.83)
Unnatural Menopause
2
1.87 (0.26, 13.39)
Age at menopause < 45 years and risk of total stroke with menopausal age ≥ 45 years as reference category
North America
3
1.29 (0.80, 2.06)
Asia
2
1.16 (0.59, 2.27)
Yes
0
NA
No
5
1.23 (0.98, 1.53)
Yes
1
2.03 (1.00, 4.11)
No
4
1.14 (0.81, 1.60)
Natural Menopause
3
0.93 (0.70, 1.24)
Unnatural Menopause
2
1.50 (0.79, 2.83)
Age at menopause < 45 years and risk of mortality with menopausal age ≥ 45 years as reference category
Europe
1
1.18 (1.06, 1.32)
North America
5
1.09 (0.98, 1.21)
Asia
2
1.19 (1.04, 1.35)
Yes
4
1.10 (0.94, 1.28)
No
4
1.15 (1.08, 1.23)
Yes
4
1.07 (0.95, 1.21)
No
4
1.16 (1.08, 1.25)
Natural Menopause
6
1.09 (0.99, 1.20)
Unnatural Menopause
2
1.23 (1.20, 1.53)
Age at menopause < 45 years and risk of CVD mortality with menopausal age ≥ 45 years as reference category
Europe
1
1.32 (1.13, 1.54)
North America
5
1.04 (0.83, 1.29)
Asia
2
1.15 (0.98, 1.36)
Yes
4
1.10 (0.97, 1.26)
No
4
1.32 (1.13, .54)
Yes
4
1.10 (0.83, 1.46)
No
4
1.22 (1.07, 1.39)
Natural Menopause
NA
NA

P-valuea
0.83
NA
0.89
0.96
0.78
NA
0.22
0.19
0.62
0.46
0.23
0.35
0.18
0.08
0.48
NA
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Unnatural Menopause

NA, not applicable; SES; socioeconomic status; HT, hormone replacement therapy.
a P-value for heterogeneity was evaluated using random effects meta-regression.

NA

NA
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of studies included in the current review
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Figure 2. Age at menopause < 45 years and risk of incident coronary heart disease and total stroke with menopausal age ≥ 45 years as reference category

Legend for Figure 2

+, adjusted for age; ++, adjusted for vascular risk factors (covariates are listed in the Appendix Table S1); Assessment of heterogeneity A) for incident coronary
heart disease, X2 = 2.49, I2=0%, 0 to 79%; P = 0.647; B) for total stroke, X2 = 8.12, I2=51%, 0 to 82%; P = 0.087
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Figure 3. Age at menopause < 45 years and risk of all-cause mortality, cardiovascular, coronary heart disease and stroke mortality with menopausal age ≥ 45 years
as reference category

Legend for Figure 3
+, adjusted for age; ++, adjusted for vascular risk factors (covariates are listed in the Appendix Table S1); Assessment of heterogeneity: A) for all-cause mortality,
X2 = 18.80, I2=63%, 20 to 83%; P = 0.009; B) for cardiovascular disease mortality, X2 = 5.74, I2=30%, 0 to 73%; P = 0.219; C) for coronary heart disease mortality,
X2 = 8.65, I2=42%, 0 to 77%; P = 0.124; D) for stroke mortality, X2 = 7.59, I2=34%, 0 to 74%; P = 0.181
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Figure 4. Age at menopause 45-49 years and risk of incident cardiovascular disease and all-cause mortality with menopausal age ≥ 50 years as reference category

Legend for Figure 4

+, adjusted for age; ++, adjusted for vascular risk factors (covariates are listed in the Appendix Table S1); Assessment of heterogeneity: A) for cardiovascular
disease, X2 = 0.62, I2=0%, 0 to 85%; P = 0.891; B) for all-cause mortality, X2 = 5.19, I2=23%, 0 to 68%; P = 0.268

